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Religious conversion on rise in C'garh: Shah

RAIPUR | SATURDAY | NOVEMBER 4, 2023

Pandemic is leading the way to a new phenomenon: Religious conversion because of a mood of changing religion is happening in Chhattisgarh, Home Minister Amit Shah said on Friday. This is happening in the name of conversion but in reality, this could be a way of deceiving, he added.

They (central government) are trying to scare the voters of the Congress with ED and CBI. How come they are taking legal action against opposition leaders who are attacking them? Why didn't they do it earlier? They are trying to scare the voters of Congress. They know that the BJP is not just a party but a movement. They are trying to undermine the voters of the Congress in order to retain power.

Here, the problem arises. If the BJP returns to power in the state, it will have to ensure that the mood in the state was that the Congress was the party which was providing good governance. The Congress will have to make sure that the mood in the state was that the state was a developed state during 15 years of the Naveen Patnaik-led government in Odisha.

Shah said: “How come they are taking legal action against opposition leaders who are attacking them? Why didn’t they do it earlier? They are trying to scare the voters of Congress. They know that the BJP is not just a party but a movement. They are trying to undermine the voters of the Congress.”

The BJP will prevent religious conversion by taking legal action against opposition leaders who are attacking them. They want to vote for the state which will elect a government, the home minister said.

He expressed optimism that the BJP will retain power in the state. If the BJP returns to power in the state, it will have to ensure that the mood in the state was that the Congress was the party which was providing good governance. If the Congress wins the election, it will have to ensure that the mood in the state was that the state was a developed state during 15 years of the Naveen Patnaik-led government in Odisha.

Mobile apps boost voter participation

Voters can easily find their voter list number on the Voter Information App. The app provides information about candidates contesting elections, voting process through mobile apps, voter helpline, polling booth, and assembly wise results on the Election Seizure Management (ESM) App. The Voter Information App has been designed to provide Guidelines to the voters for ensuring information every two hours on polling days. The Voter Information App provides information about candidates contesting elections, voting process through mobile apps, voter helpline, polling booth, and assembly wise results on the Election Seizure Management (ESM) App.

STAFF REPORTER

Religious conversion on rise in C’garh: Shah

Religious conversion is rising in Chhattisgarh and the state government is trying to check it. Home Minister Amit Shah said on Friday that religious conversion is not a new phenomenon.

He said it was a BJP-led central government that forced Chhattisgarh to change its name to Chhattisgarh state in 2000. The name was changed into a good name from Bhumitra to Chhattisgarh.

The state government is trying to check it by taking legal action against opposition leaders who are attacking them. The party is trying to scare the voters of Congress. They know that the BJP is not just a party but a movement. They are trying to undermine the voters of the Congress.

He said that the mood in the state was that the public favoured a Congress win in Assembly elections this month.

Congress and his talk time has ended.
Bastar smells peace first time in 40 years

For the first time since late 1980s when Maoists started up the parliamentary polls in 1980, the saffron party there too managed to sweep the region as it did five years back.

The BJP's message to the people of Bastar is that leftist violence has dipped long-running Naxalite violence with active support of Pakistan-based terrorists. The BJP is underlining that before the Congress regime in the state is other setting or allowing it to happen. The RPI is misleading what actually took place when the Congress was in power.

The de-escalation of the violence has helped the BJP's message is that the Congress regime in the state is other setting or allowing it to happen. The RPI is misleading what actually took place when the Congress was in power.

For a region that has had a long-order collapse. This was after this is indeed a sign that leftist violence has dipped.

By 2018, the year that Maoists started operations in Bastar, the region had been under Naxalite influence for 40 years, and the Congress had been in power for 30 of those years. The party's ability to hold sway over the region had been a key factor in its political gains.

In Bastar, the Congress regime was more than just a source of political influence. It also controlled a wide network of armed leftist outfits, which provided the Maoists with a significant source of support.

The Congress regime's rule in Bastar was marked by a series of brutal crackdowns and human rights abuses. The region was known for its high levels of violence, with incidents of killings, disappearances, and torture.
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PM Modi discuses Gaza conflict with UAE President

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday held telephonic talks with his UAE counterpart Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, and discussed the ongoing crisis in the region. The two leaders expressed the need for a multi-pronged approach to contain the deteriorating situation in the region and called for early resolution of the conflict.

Both the leaders expressed their deep concern over the deteriorating security situation in the region and called for early resolution of the current crisis. Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan also conveyed his concerns over the deteriorating security situation in the region.

The Prime Minister also conveyed his concern over the deteriorating security situation in the region.

The two leaders also reiterated their commitment to contain the deteriorating security situation in the region.

The Prime Minister thanked Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan for taking up this issue with him.

Unfortunately, details of the discussion were not available.

Related articles:
- "India and UAE to work together on disaster management and development in the Gulf region" (January 2023)
- "India, UAE sign 10 agreements in defense, energy, culture" (December 2022)
- "India, UAE to cooperate on counter-terrorism, maritime security" (November 2022)
**Filaria treatment centre proving to be a boon: CMO**

Chief Medical Officer (CMO) of Prayagraj, Dr. H.S. Yaddav, on Monday said that Prayagraj district has set up the first Filaria treatment centre here which is likely to prove a boon to the people suffering from the disease. The centre was inaugurated at SBP Police camp in Prayagraj. The CMO said that Prayagraj district is having a high number of Filaria patients and the treatment centre will prove to be highly beneficial to them.

**URPTO celebrates silver jubilee**

The University Regional Pratibha Team Organisation (URPTO) has celebrated its silver jubilee in Prayagraj. Dr. Vinay Kumar Singh, Commandant (NDRF) Prayagraj, was the chief guest for the jubilee celebration.

**Mock drill on November 6**

The National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) Prayagraj has prepared a mock drill for the day. NDRF Commandant Prayagraj, Dr. Vinay Kumar Singh, while addressing the media on Monday, said that the mock drill will be held on November 6 and will be a part of the emergency response. The drill is aimed at testing the readiness of the NDRF team and ensuring that they are prepared for any emergency situation. The drill will be conducted in a phased manner, with different components being tested at different stages. The details of the drill, including the location and time, will be announced in due course.

**ABVP can usher sweeping changes in education sector: Prof Murthy**

Vivek Chatterjee (V-Ch) of National Education Policy (NEP) Cell, Ministry of Education, said that the NEP has identified the need for a fundamental reorientation of the education system. The NEP aims to provide a world-class learning experience to all children, with a focus on developing critical skills such as creativity, innovation, and problem-solving.

In his book, ‘India at the Crossroads’, Prof Murthy highlights the importance of lifelong learning and the need for a system that supports students throughout their lives. He advocates for a learning ecosystem that is flexible, inclusive, and responsive to the needs of all learners.

**NCL gets awards in the year’s corporate awards**

The National Coal Ltd (NCL) has received a host of awards in the year’s corporate awards. The NCL has been recognized for its outstanding performance in various categories, including corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives, corporate governance, and employee welfare.

The NCL has been instrumental in improving the lives of rural communities through its CSR initiatives, which focus on education, health, and livelihood empowerment. The company has also been recognized for its strong commitment to corporate governance and fairness in its dealings with stakeholders.

**Survey finds 85 per cent of urban Indians aware of NEP**

A recent survey conducted by the Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Bangalore found that 85 per cent of urban Indians are aware of the National Education Policy (NEP).

The survey also found that the NEP is being positively received by urban Indians, with the majority of respondents expressing confidence in its ability to transform the education system. The survey highlights the need for effective implementation and monitoring to ensure that the NEP’s objectives are achieved.
People who hate street dogs often do not have the capacity to love, and make other people as well as ourselves...

‘Minimalism is a powerful statement’

From fashion to everything else, ‘minimalism’ can be applied in all walks of life; even during the festive season which is all about glitz and glamour. But why not embrace your unique style?

Marathabazar Resettlement Site, Bengaluru

Manoj P. Gopal

To the Editor,

I would fill my niche with a robust and unique concept of minimalism, which has gained significant traction. Minimalism is not just a design aesthetic; it’s a philosophy that can be applied to various aspects of our life, from fashion to home decor, and even our daily routines.

The minimalist philosophy offers a range of benefits, allowing us to declutter our physical and mental spaces while leading more purposeful and fulfilling lives.

Minimalism in fashion is all about striking a balance between the ‘less’ is ‘more’ principle. It involves a curated choice of clothes that are versatile, stylish, and timeless. In home decor, it’s about creating a space that is functional and coherent. Minimalism in daily routines involves reducing distractions and focusing on what truly matters.

The minimalist lifestyle not only adds to your overall well-being but also encourages you to embrace your unique style without compromising your authenticity.

Yours sincerely,

Manoj P. Gopal

Robert Millard

To the Editor,

While the festive season is all about indulging in luxury and extravagance, it is important to remember the importance of minimalism. It not only helps in reducing waste but also encourages sustainable living.

Instead of spending a fortune on unnecessary gifts, consider giving something that is truly meaningful to the recipient. It could be a heartfelt note, a memorable experience, or a unique piece of art. This not only reduces environmental impact but also promotes meaningful relationships.

Let’s make this festive season a celebration of simplicity, minimalism, and thoughtful gifting.

Yours sincerely,

Robert Millard

Dilip Prasad

To the Editor,

While minimalism is a powerful statement, it is important to strike a balance between being minimalistic and indulging in luxury during the festive season. It is equally crucial to celebrate diversity and cultural richness.

Let’s aim for a festive season that is both minimalistic and inclusive, where we come together to celebrate the joy of giving, while also respecting and appreciating cultural diversity.

Yours sincerely,

Dilip Prasad

The Reason: Be the Change

Dilip Prasad

To the Editor,

In the spirit of minimalism, I would like to propose a minimalistic way of celebrating the festive season. Instead of gifting expensive and lavish items, let’s focus on giving experiences, memories, and meaningful gestures.

This year, let’s aim to simplify our gifts and avoid unnecessary consumption. By doing so, we not only reduce environmental impact but also contribute to a more sustainable future.

Let’s make this festive season a celebration of mindful gifting, where we come together to celebrate the joy of giving, while also respecting and appreciating cultural diversity.

Yours sincerely,

Dilip Prasad

Karan P. Verma

To the Editor,

While minimalism is an important ethos, it is crucial to balance it with a spirit of giving and celebration. We can achieve this by focusing on thoughtful and meaningful gifts that make a lasting impact.
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Traditional vs digital banks: Survival of the fittest

By investing in cutting-edge technology and streamlining their operations, traditional banks can upstage conventional banking to bring it at par with the digital banking.

W

W

traditional banks: Must embrace digital transformation to keep pace with changing customer expectations.

Do you have a sweet tooth?

While the digital age offers learning and entertainment opportunities, it’s vital to safeguard our children from indulging in it.

The digital age has disrupted the way we bank, offering better interest rates, reduced fees, and even zero-cost banking. However, digital banks are not without their challenges.

Navigating the Complexities (An Analysis)

DO YOU HAVE A SWEET TOOTH?

While having sweet play tricks on the metabolism of an individual

Sadhesh K Sathish

While parents in urban areas

Life will be bland without sweets. But what does that mean one should totally avoid these sweet treats?

The digital age has transformed the way traditional banks operate. However, digital banks have their own set of challenges, and parents must exercise firmness and restraint.

The Digital Dawn

The story often begins with

The rise of digital banks has disrupted the norms but also raises fundamental questions about the future of banking itself. As mobile phones become our daily companions, children are exposed to digital banking at an early age. This has created a paradigm shift in the way people bank, offering better interest rates, reduced fees, and even zero-cost banking. However, digital banks are not without their challenges.
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Biden to host summit that focuses on supply chains, migration

Washington: President Joe Biden on Tuesday is hosting 11 other countries across the world to discuss the tighter supply chains that are a legacy of the first year of the American government. In a release with China and other allies, the president has said that the two-day event would also be an opportunity “to shift more strategic thinking to the future.”

On a call with reporters, a senior administration official said that top leaders of time were “gathering in the White House.”

Storm Ciara kills 5

Milan (AP): Record-breaking snow and rain producing floods in a vast belt of Italy’s “飽和ed” landscape. Italy was hit by a storm with winds in the north and central regions of the country. A strong wind gust of 75 millimetres (nearly 8 inches) of snow was recorded in the town of Livorno on the southern coast, according to the Italian meteorological agency Meteo group.

A victim was reported in the same area, according to the Italian Red Cross, which said the death was due to a fallen tree.

Iran media: 32 killed in drug rehabilitation centre fire

The fire started at a rehabilitation centre in the town of Fars, located in the southwestern province of Fars, near the city of Shiraz. The fire broke out at a rehabilitation centre in the town of Fars, located in the southwestern province of Fars, near the city of Shiraz.

A video showed flames and smoke pouring into a dark sky. The news agency IRNA reported that the fire had killed at least 32 people, including 29 women and three men. The fire had spread to other parts of the building, including the basement.

House approves USD 14.5 billion in assistance for Israel

The House approved $14.5 billion in aid to Israel, a muscular US response to concerns over the Jewish state’s invasion of the West Bank and Gaza Strip. While Israel has a partner in the US, the long-term nature of the conflict could mean that Israel faces a difficult road ahead.

The legislation is a result of the effort to provide a balance between US foreign policy and the needs of the people of Israel.

Netanyahu rules out ceasefire, until Hamas frees hostages

Blinken urges Israel to do more to protect Palestinian civilians

The UN Security Council has pointed to the need for a return of humanitarian aid, including the release of hostages, to the Gaza Strip. Blinken urged Israel to do more to protect Palestinian civilians, including the release of hostages, to the Gaza Strip.

Blinken's statement comes after the invasion of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, which has left at least 32 people dead, including 29 women and three men.

In a speech to the UN Security Council on Tuesday, Blinken said, “We have been urging Israel to do everything possible to protect Palestinian civilians, including the release of hostages, to the Gaza Strip.”

Blinken’s statement comes after the invasion of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, which has left at least 32 people dead, including 29 women and three men.

The fire was first reported by the Israeli military, which said that at least 32 people had died in the fire. Israeli officials said that the fire had been sparked by a spark from a kiosk in the basement of the rehabilitation centre.
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US to send $425 million in aid to Ukraine, officials say

WASHINGTON

The US is sending $425 million in aid to Ukraine to support its defense against Russian aggression, according to officials.

The move, announced Thursday, comes as Ukraine continues to face increased tensions with Russia, which has accused the US of backing its enemies and supporting human rights violations.

The aid package includes non-lethal assistance, such as communication equipment, insignia, and helmets.

According to officials, the US is also providing $125 million in emergency funds to help Ukraine address the humanitarian impact of the conflict.

The announcement comes as the US and its allies are increasing their support for Ukraine, including military equipment and financial assistance.

In March, the US approved $3.5 billion in military aid to Ukraine, including $2 billion in security assistance.

The latest aid package is expected to be used for non-lethal military supplies, such as body armor, night vision goggles, and other equipment to help Ukraine defend itself against Russian forces.

The move is also seen as a way to demonstrate US commitment to supporting Ukraine and other countries facing threats from Russia.

The aid package is part of a broader strategy to counter Russian aggression and to support Ukraine's resilience and self-defense capabilities.

The US and its allies have been increasing their support for Ukraine, including military equipment and financial assistance, as tensions between the two countries continue to escalate.

The aid, which is expected to be delivered in the coming weeks, is part of the US's broader strategy to support Ukraine and other countries facing threats from Russia.
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Finance Ministry launches amnesty scheme for filing appeals against GST demand

The Finance Ministry has issued a fresh circular providing a fresh amnesty scheme for filing appeals against GST demand. The scheme, which will be open till January 31, 2024, will be available for entities that were unable to submit an appeal against orders issued by the tax officer on or before October 31, 2023.

The scheme offers the following benefits:
- A 100% exemption from interest and penalty on the tax demand for the purpose of filling the appeal.
- A 100% waiver of any late payment interest or penalty payable on the tax demand.
- A 100% waiver of any late payment interest or penalty payable on any goods and services tax (GST) demand.
- A 100% waiver of any late payment interest or penalty payable on any income tax demand.

Entities that wish to avail of the scheme must file an appeal before the appellate authority within the specified time period. The scheme covers all taxes, including income tax, GST, and corporate tax.

It is worth noting that the scheme is only applicable to appeals filed against orders issued before October 31, 2023. Existing appeals will not be covered under this scheme.

This scheme is a welcome move for entities that were unable to file appeals due to various reasons. It will provide them with an opportunity to rectify their past mistakes and avoid paying additional interest and penalty.

Air India to add 30 new planes in next 6 months; fly to 4 more overseas destinations

Air India on Friday said it plans to add 30 new planes in the next six months and fly to four new overseas destinations. The move will also see the resumption of flights to some international destinations.

The airline, which had announced plans to add 15 new planes in the fiscal year 2023-24, had considered adding another 15 planes in the fiscal year 2024-25. However, the pandemic had put a pause on these plans.

“After a long wait, this is a significant development for us,” the airline said. “We are making rapid progress in our turnaround and are now in a position to expand our network and offer more connectivity to our customers.”

On the international front, the airline will resume flights to some destinations that had been suspended due to the pandemic. These include flights to New York, London, and Paris.

The addition of new planes will also help the airline to expand its domestic network. The airline plans to add flights to some destinations that had been served by regional airlines.

Reliance Retail to acquire Arvind Fashions’ beauty retail business

Reliance Retail has entered talks to acquire the beauty retail business of Arvind Fashions. The talks come as Arvind Fashions announced plans to spin off its beauty retail business into a separate entity.

Reliance Retail, which is part of Reliance Industries Limited, has expressed interest in acquiring the beauty retail business of Arvind Fashions. The beauty retail business includes the brand “Baron & Max”.

The deal is expected to be completed in the next few months.

Gold price range $50; silver plunges $60

Gold prices fell to $1,680 per ounce on Friday, marking its lowest level since March 2020, as rising interest rates and concerns about a slowdown in global growth weighed on the precious metal.

Silver prices, meanwhile, fell to $20 per ounce, its lowest level since 2016, as demand for industrial and investment purposes declined.

Gold prices have been volatile over the past few weeks, reflecting uncertainty about the global economy and the Federal Reserve’s policy decisions.

Silver prices have also been affected by supply factors, including lower production and increased use in industrial applications.

India’s coal production rises 19 per cent to 78.65 MT in Oct

India’s coal production rose by 19 per cent to 78.65 million tonnes (MT) in October, driven by increased demand for power generation and steelmaking.

The month-on-month growth in coal production was 15.6 per cent. The production in October was 6.1 per cent higher than the production of 73.54 MT in October last year.

The coal ministry attributed the rise in production to the increased demand for power generation and steelmaking, as well as the government’s efforts to increase coal production to meet the growing demand.

Coal India Limited (CIL), the country’s largest coal producer, contributed 74 per cent to the total coal production in October. Other major producers, such as Madhya Pradesh State Electricity Board and North Eastern Coalfields Limited, also contributed to the increase in coal production.

The rise in coal production is expected to help meet the growing demand for power generation and steelmaking in the country. This, in turn, is expected to support economic growth and provide jobs to millions of people.

Services sector activity in India hits 7-month low in Oct

The services sector activity in India fell to a seven-month low in October, with the seasonally adjusted SBI Services Activity Index falling to 54.8 in October from 57.8 in September.

The fall in services activity was attributed to weak demand and higher cost pressures. The services sector includes various sub-sectors such as construction, real estate, and transportation.

Several companies managing the services sector reported that they were facing challenges in meeting the demand due to the economic slowdown and higher cost pressures.

The fall in services activity is expected to impact the overall economic growth in India. The government is currently working on measures to boost the economy, including infrastructure projects and fiscal stimuli.
BONMATI HELPS GET A WIN OVER SEXISM IN SPAIN

SINNERS WITHDRAW FROM PARIS MATES, SLAMS ORGANISERS FOR LACK OF REST AFTER EARLY MORNING FINISH

DIVING RUNNER WINS CANADA’S 1ST TRACK AND FIELD GOLD IN A DECADE

DIVER WINS CO-MEDAL AT EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

BALLEON D’OR AWARDS TO BE CO-ORGANISED BY EUROPEAN GOVERNING BODY UEFA

EAGLES TO WIN WALTERS CUP IN ECL

WOMEN IN THE MOUNTAINS: REMARKABLE WOMEN LEAD THE WAY IN MOUNTAIN BIKE

Medvedev to play for Indian team PBG Eagles in World Tennis League

TONY NEW

David Medvedev, the 2021 US Open champion, has committed to play for the Indian team in the upcoming World Tennis League (WTL) season, which will be played in India from December 25 to 26 where eight teams, including the Indian team, will compete.

The Indian team has been named PBG Eagles in the tournament. The team will have 13 players, including 12 men and one woman. The team will also have local Indian talent.

The WTL, which is a professional tennis league, was launched in 2019 and has been played in various locations around the world. The Indian team will be one of the 16 teams that will compete in the tournament.

The tournament will be played in a round-robin format, with each team playing against all other teams in a league. The top four teams will qualify for the playoffs, with the winners of the playoffs competing for the title.

Medvedev, who is ranked world No. 6, will be the star attraction for the Indian team. He has won two grand slams in 2021, the US Open and the French Open, and is currently ranked world No. 3. He is expected to lead the Indian team to success in the tournament.

The WTL is a new concept in professional tennis, with teams consisting of both local and international players. The league is intended to provide a platform for players to compete at the highest level and is a great opportunity for Indian players to gain experience and exposure.

Medvedev is expected to play in the opening week of the tournament and will be joined by other top players from around the world.

The tournament is a great opportunity for Indian tennis fans to see world-class players in action and support their team to the best of their abilities.

Medvedev is expected to play in the opening week of the tournament and will be joined by other top players from around the world.

The tournament is a great opportunity for Indian tennis fans to see world-class players in action and support their team to the best of their abilities.
Three lions look to roar against Kangaroos

Abuse of Maxwell, Marsh not ideal, teams should’ve allowed more than 15 players in squad: Cummins

Australia will now have the services of vice-captain Glenn Maxwell against England, and captain Aaron Finch said the team should have been allowed to keep the 16 players available for the World Cup this year.

‘Well, that’s not ideal. Both have got a lot of experience and nous at the moment. Different at times. So, we have got those two top guys. James Pattinson and Mitch Marsh (of Australia) are back. Both have had some injuries and, I think, both have had some success in this World Cup. So, it’s great to have them both back. So, it’s just good to get back to our tournament with some more experience in the line-up.’

Highly economical

Defending champions England, who have bowled out four teams in a row in the World Cup, are expected to come up against Australia on the same day.

‘I think we’ve bowled a lot of teams out of the tournament, and we really look forward to the Australia versus England match next week.’

West Indies opener Shane Dowrich believes Australia could be an even greater threat than England.

‘Against Pakistan, they struggled to put runs on the board. They’re an extremely good team. They talk about how good they are, and they don’t have a single century as three of the four bowlers, Ali Khan, Shafiq and Faiz, have bowled out for 100 in the last four matches. So, we would like to get in and make sure we have a decent total to chase. That’s our aim and our job. We’ll see what happens.’

A big send off

Australia coach Justin Langer said Maxwell’s return should be seen as a big send off for the World Cup campaign.

‘It’s a bit different. It was a bit different against Pakistan. The opening pair of Shafiq and Faiz was really tough. But we got them out very cheaply. That’s really encouraging to see,’ Langer said.

Addressing the incident

England skipper Eoin Morgan said Maxwell and Marsh could be useful to Australia.

‘I think they’ve got both of them available and they’re capable of getting in and making it tough for us,’ he said.

Australia has had a lot of success in the World Cup, and they’ve been very consistent in that way. Maxwell and Marsh are two big players for them, and we’re going to have to be at our very best to get the better of them.’

England have often managed to find its best in the World Cup, and it has often been a match to watch.

‘It’s a big send off for the World Cup campaign, so I think they’ll want to go out and do it. We may not have been at our best or whatever. So, it’s a big send off for the World Cup campaign,’ Langer said.

England coach Chris Silverwood also said he was excited to see Maxwell and Marsh back in action.
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